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A clamping force measurement system for monitoring the condition of bolted joints on railway track joints and points
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Abstract: Many industrial structures associated with railway infrastructures rely on a large number of bolted joint connections to ensure safe and reliable operation of the track and trackside furniture. Significant sums of money are spent annually to repair the damage caused by bolt failures and to maintain the integrity of bolted structures. In the U.K., Network Rail (the organization responsible for rail network maintenance and safety) conducts corrective and preventive maintenance manually on 26,000 sets of points (each having approximately 30 bolted joints per set), in order to ensure operational success and safety for the travelling public. Such manual maintenance is costly, disruptive, unreliable and prone to human error. The aim of this work is to provide a means of automatically measuring the clamping force of each individual bolted joint, by means of an instrumented washer. This paper describes the development of a sensor means to be used in the washer, which satisfies the following criteria.

1. Sense changes in the clamping force of the joint and report this fact.
2. Provide compatibility with the large dynamic range of clamping force.
3. Satisfy the limitations in terms of physical size.
4. Provide the means to electronically interface with the washer.
5. Provide a means of powering the washer in situ.
6. Provide a solution at an acceptable cost.

Specifically the paper focuses on requirements 1, 2 and 3 and presents the results that support further development of the proposed design and the realization of a pre-prototype system. In the paper, various options for the force sensing element (strain gage, capacitor, piezo-resistive) have been compared, using design optimization techniques. As a result of the evaluation, piezo-resistive sensors in concert with a proprietary force attenuation method, have been found to offer the best performance and cost trade-off. The performance of the novel clamping force sensor has been evaluated experimentally and the results show that a smart washer can be developed to monitor the condition of bolted joints as found on railway track and points.
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1. Introduction

According to 2010 statistics, in the U.K. alone there are 40,000km railway track, 2,500 stations and 400 passenger trains that serve more than 1.32 billion passengers [1]. The track on which the train runs is comprised of parallel rails separated and secured by sleepers. The rails are usually bolted or spring loaded to the sleeper with lengths of rail jointed by bolts.

To allow changes in direction, the track has crossings or points, at appropriate locations; these points are complex systems that utilise bolts to connect the various components. Since the greatest concentration of bolts occur in the vicinity of points, it is unsurprising that the majority of accidents and derailments occurring in recent years [2] has been caused by point failure as a result of inappropriately tensioned bolts or missing nuts. Figure 1 illustrates a track with stretcher bars connected by bolts to the track. It also shows a typical bolted joint, comprising a bolt, nut, washer, and two members to be clamped. The purpose of the washer is to provide a smooth load-bearing surface and to prevent damage to a surface of clamping member.

Figure 1. Rail network connection points and a typical bolted joint system [2].

The bolted joints on railway tracks are subject to vibration, varying loads, and other operation parameters that can cause them to be fail; failure mechanisms include material failure, fastener loosening and joint separation. Millions of pounds are spent each year surveying, maintaining and repairing bolt fastenings [3] and the companies and bodies conducting and policing such activities are keen to adopt methods which could improve the reliability of the fastener, safety of the traveling public and reduce the cost in achieving these aims.

The mechanics of the bolt assembly process and bolt behavior during service is complicated and unpredictable. Data from maintenance reports and trackside surveys show that the most common causes of bolted joint failure are metallurgical fatigue, under-tightening, over-tightening and irregular tightening [4]. Any bolted joint that is tensioned incorrectly can degrade the behavior and life of a joint in service and can lead to the joint problems and failure mechanisms mentioned above. As a result, the only method of guaranteeing bolted joint performance is to measure the clamping force directly, as applied by the nut and bolt. Indeed, the use of torque as an indicator of clamping force is far from ideal, as is the assumption that a bolted joint tensioned with a high clamping force will not slacken over time. Thus, it is critically important to monitor bolt tension (clamping force) periodically throughout life of bolted joint.

The current method of inspection involves a visual observation of the joint components and periodic re-torquing of the nut or bolt. While modern digital photography can be used to provide a
visual record of the inspection and state of the joint, there is currently no technology which can provide a measurement of clamping force and a means to uniquely link the clamping force data with each individual joint.

The aim of the project is to identify an appropriate sensor technology, which can withstand the operational rigours associated with the bolted joints as used on points etc. This is a challenge, due to the need for the sensor to be able to withstand and measure high clamping forces (70kN). Furthermore the sensor must be able to respond to small changes in clamping force, which could be indicative of joint failure. In order to achieve these aims it was necessary to undertake a program of design and experimentation so that the most appropriate technological solution could be identify and tested.

2. Clamping force technology

The current method for setting clamping force is by fastening a nut and bolt to a specific torque. This method is unreliable due to:

- At best clamping force is proportional to torque.
- Issues with the thread, such as disfigurement, dirt and corrosion can lead to high torque figures but incorrect (low) clamping forces in the joint.
- Setting the correct torque requires the nut or bolt to be slackened and re-torqued.
- Setting a correct torque requires that the torque wrench is calibrated.
- Labour intensive
- Prone to human error
- The technique of re-torquing is open loop, being neither corrective nor preventative since no measure of clamping force is taken prior to re-torquing.

The preferred method of ensuring joint fastening is to measure the clamping force (bolt tension) directly using automatic methods. In order to do this an appropriate sensor and mechanical arrangement is necessary. This section describes the criteria used to identify the most appropriate sensor for the smart washer concept.

There are a number of force sensors on the market using a number of operating principles such as the strain gauge, capacitive, piezo-resistive, piezo-electric, non-contact displacement and magneto-elastic sensors[5–10].

These sensors are offered in a variety of technical specifications, form factors and cost. From this list, the piezo-electric, and magneto-elastic were rejected due to the fact that they are better suited to dynamic force measurement; the non-contact displacement sensor was rejected due to the need to deploy more complex sensor electronics and secondary components, such as magnets (Hall effect) and reflectors (optical) respectively; while these candidates offered higher sensitivity and hysteresis, their cost, form factor and power compatibility were unsatisfactory [11]. The advantage and disadvantage in terms of mechanical responses, circuitry complexity and sensor construction for the short listed sensor types, are presented in table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of sensor types

From table 1, it is possible to rank the sensors, having considered each in terms of resolution, accuracy, dynamic range, frequency range, drift and cost. However, the sensor is but one component of the smart washer concept. The choice of sensor will have repercussions in terms of the smart washer design and performance, having an impact on the extent of the sensor processing circuitry, construction of the washer and the integration of these components with an embedded controller as well as communications and power circuits, thus effecting system extent and cost.

To select a force sensing element, the performance of each type has been compared based on the following performance parameters; dynamic range, resolution, frequency range, accuracy, compatibility and robustness. As can be seen in table 2 all of the forces sensing elements show a similar score for performance parameters (21%-24%). In addition to the performance, other parameters such as electronic circuitry, suitability for wireless communication, form factor and construction and sensing element cost were considered to further identify the appropriate sensor.
Table 1. The comparison of short listed force sensor elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor type</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor [7]</td>
<td>• Linear response</td>
<td>• Complex for circuitry and wireless compatibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cheap sensor element</td>
<td>• High power consumption due to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Capability of low frequency (DC)</td>
<td>• Large circuit area (physical size due to 1 above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezo-resistive (PR1) [8]</td>
<td>• Based on resistance measurement</td>
<td>• Expensive, FSR unit price ~£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Capability of low frequency (DC) measurement</td>
<td>• Sensor noise at low loads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low number of components</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Capability of static measurement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Small circuit area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Commercially available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezo-resistive (PR2) [12]</td>
<td>• Based on resistance measurement</td>
<td>• Expensive, FSR unit price ~£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Capability of low frequency (DC)</td>
<td>• Sensor noise at low loads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td>• A prototype sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low number of components</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Capability of static measurement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Small circuit area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 also presents a ranking of the clamping force sensor candidates. This ranking shows piezo-resistive sensors to be the preferred choice. This is because the circuitry required to post-process the sensor signal is simple; uses fewer components and consumes less power; the construction is also relatively simple. As can be seen in table 2, there are two piezo-resistive sensors PR1 and PR2; PR1 is the more expensive. Clearly, the cheaper piezo-resistive sensor PR2 receives a higher score than the more expensive piezo-resistive sensor PR1. Having identified the piezo-resistive sensor as most appropriate sensor implementation technology the following sections will consider sensor design, sensor test procedure and an evaluation of performance.

Table 2. Ranking of a smart washer based on the various sensor types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor type</th>
<th>Performance (25%)</th>
<th>Circuitry (20%)</th>
<th>Cost (20%)</th>
<th>Suitability for wireless (20%)</th>
<th>Construction (15%)</th>
<th>Total (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacitive</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain Gauge</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezo-resistive (PR1)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezo-resistive (PR2)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The higher score the better.
3. **The design and use of a piezo-resistive sensor**

The piezo-resistive effect is described as the change in the electrical resistance of a material due to external stress or material deformation. This effect provides an easy and direct energy/signal transduction mechanism between the mechanical and electrical domains [13]. The resistance of a resister with length $L$ and cross sectional area $A$ (as shown in Figure 2) is given by:

$$ R = \rho \frac{L}{A} $$

(1)

By taking the derivative of equation (1); we see that

$$ \frac{\Delta R}{R} = \frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho} + \frac{\Delta (L/A)}{L/A} = \frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho} + \left( \frac{\Delta L}{L} - \frac{\Delta A}{A} \right) $$

(2)

From equation (2), it can be seen that the resistance of the sample $R$ will change if the area $A$, length $L$ or bulk resistivity ($\rho$) is modulated. In practice the piezo-resistive sensor can be considered to be a simple potentiometer.

There are many techniques for measuring such a variable resistance, for example potential divider and Wheatstone bridge arrangements are classic direct current solutions; whereas, resistive control or pulse width modulation (PWM) and frequency of oscillation being common active solutions. The simple passive and active measurement system are shown in figure 3.

![Figure 2. Piezo-resistive material mode of operation.](image)

![Figure 3. Wheatstone bridge and Schmitt trigger oscillator circuits for dc and ac measurement of varying resistance ($R$).](image)

Of the two types of circuit presented above, the Wheatstone bridge circuit was adopted due to the simplicity of measurement and the fact that it could be implemented effectively, in terms of cost, size and power requirement. The amplification of the sensor signal is achieved by use of a low power operational amplifier (eg OPA 333) and this presented to a discrete or integrated analogue to digital converter.
3.1 Instrumentation

Having identified the piezo-resistive sensor type as candidate for the smart washer, it was necessary to establish the electrical response of the sensor when subjected to working forces etc. In order to do this it was decided to design an electronic instrumentation circuit which was both satisfactory for laboratory evaluation of the sensor and deployment in the final design. To this end the circuit of Figure 4 was designed and tested.

![Figure 4. Piezo-resistive sensor instrumentation.](image)

Having tested the circuit of Figure 4 with piezo-resistive sensors PR1 and PR2, it was necessary to consider how the sensors could be tested and evaluated when subjected to a clamping force of 70kN (which is derived from the 250Nm of torque as required specified in the Network Rail maintenance procedures). In order to apply such high clamping force, an experimental rig based around a material testing machine (Instron) and associated instrumentation was developed; indeed the machine was capable of delivering a maximum compressive force of 250kN. The Instron machine was also integrated with axial load and extension test control facility, based on Blue Hill software. The Blue Hill software allows control of the Instron test machine by means of load or extension (compression) single or multiple arbitrary duration cycles. A sketch of the experimental rig is shown Figure 5. Figure 5 shows how the clamping force rig was configured for experiments. It can be seen that the purpose built embedded instrumentation is capable of sampling data from device under test DUT and additional sensors, CAL. The reason for providing additional channels was due to the fact that the Instron machine did not have available an option to acquire data from a third party sensor.

This resulted in difficulties synchronising samples taken by the embedded instrumentation with data sampled by the Blue Hill software respectively. The solution as presented in figure 5 allows the samples originating from the DUT to be temporally correlated with a second sensor measuring either the force exerted (load calibration) or axial displacement (extension calibration).

![Figure 5. Experimental rig for measuring clamping force.](image)
Another problem concerned the need to test the piezo-resistive sensors up to the specified maximum load of 70kN. It was recognized that applying such a force directly to the sensors, would damage them, as the piezo-resistive material comprising the sensing element would be stressed beyond its’ elastic limit. As a consequence it was necessary to consider and implement a means of protecting the sensing element from the directly applied force.

The means for achieving such protection is subject to a patent application; however, the authors are permitted to disclose the fact that the protection is achieved by the use of an elastomer acting as an attenuator of the applied force. Subsequent sections of the paper present the work conducted in order to characterise various elastomers, with the aim of identifying the most appropriate for use in smart washer. Before presenting the results of the elastomer work it is useful to consider the issues associated with deploying a smart washer, particularly the intended form-factor.

3.2 Smart washer form-factor

The majority of bolts used in the rail industry have a threaded diameter of 20mm. After considering the working environment and current structure of rail joint bolts, a smart washer form factor was developed that shown in figure 6 (all dimension are in mm).

![Figure 6. Form factor of smart washer (Design parameters and first generation prototype).](Image)

Based on the form-factor, it was decided to conduct all experiments using this form-factor. For intellectual property reasons the actual mechanical arrangement of the washer cannot be published, however the method by which the most appropriate elastomeric attenuator was chosen is presented in subsequent sections. By considering the working environment of the washer, a polymeric material was selected that can resist fluctuations in the environment yet withstand significant loads, applied for long period of time.

4. Sensing element; experimentation and results

The purpose of the smart washer is to provide an electronic measurement of clamping force; however there are two operational issues that must be considered.

1. The specified maximum clamping force is too high to be directly applied to sensor.
2. The sensor must present minimal memory or ‘set’ to long periods of compression, or conversely, must be able to react to (sense) small changes in clamping force after prolonged periods of compression.

The aim therefore, is to identify a material and means, which in concert with the piezo-resistive element is capable of satisfying these requirements. As stated previously, elastomers were identified as materials that could exhibit the necessary features. To evaluate the behavior of the elastomers, experiments were carried out on the compression and decompression response of the material. Thereafter, the performance of a smart washer using a specific elastomer was determined.
The first experiment was to establish the extension (compression) characteristics of the elastomer. The elastomer was placed in the Instron machine and was subjected to an applied load, compressing the elastomer at a rate of 1mm/min, until the sample was compressed by 2mm; the load was then removed and the elastomer allowed relaxing at the same rate. The periodic extension (compression and relaxation) was repeated twice.

Using this profile it was possible to measure the load bearing capability and response of the elastomer i.e. the force required to compress the elastomer by 2mm and the ability of the sample to return to its initial (equilibrium) condition. This test is an imitation of tightening a bolt to compress the elastomer by 2mm and the load required to do so and the subsequent slackening of the bolt and observing the ability or otherwise of the elastomer to relax back to a steady (original) state. The experiment was conducted with six elastomer samples of shore hardness 10°, 30°, 40°, 60°, 80° and 90° respectively. Each sample was 5mm in thickness and 40mm in diameter and all were compressed by 2mm. As previously stated the rate of compression and decompression was set at 1mm/min, with each test comprising two cycles. Each sample was tested 3 times.

4.1 Preliminary elastomer investigation

Using the procedure of section 4, the first activity was to understand the difference in response as function of the Shore hardness of the elastomer (60° means a shore hardness of 60). Six samples of silicon elastomer of varying shore hardness (10°, 30°, 40°, 60°, 80°, 90°) were each subjected to the extension control profile, to establish their load response verses extension for one full cycle, figure 7.

![Figure 7. Axial force response verses extension for one full cycle for range of elastomer.](image)

During compression, the cross-linked nature of the elastomer ensures that permanent chain slippage is largely avoided during deformation and hence all of the elastomers return to their original location upon release of the strain; i.e. they exhibit elastic behaviour [14]. It can be seen from figure 7 that the compression phase is relatively linear with applied load. In this test, the Instron testing machine was configured to use extension as the control parameter;
hence the load was varied to achieve the desired compression. However, during the relaxation phase, the response was very different. Initially there was a rapid change in force for a small change in extension (-2.0mm to -1.8mm for 90°). Thereafter, the elastomer recovered to zero over the range -1.8mm to 0mm. Thus, the decompression may be regarded as a piece-wise linear approximation with two responses either side of a transition point.

The two piece-wise linear components of the relaxation phase of the cyclic tests of the load vs. extension graphs of figure 7 are worthy of closer scrutiny. It is interesting to consider the gradient of the load (applied force $AF$) vs. extension curve for the relaxation process only.

From figure 7 we note that each relaxation curve undergoes a change in gradient once as it is extended beyond -1.75mm. After this point the gradient changes significantly. In order to further scrutinize the change in gradient, each of the Shore hardness traces in figure 7 were subject to curve fitting, and their derivative plotted against extension; figure 8. The piecewise linear nature of the rate of change of load with extension is clear in figure 8.

![Figure 8. Modes of sensing available when using an elastomer.](image)

From the responses shown in figure 8 two distinct methods for using the elastomer in a sensing system are observed.

- **Displacement sensor:** over the range 0 to -1.75mm, the sensor will record small changes in force for changes in compress thickness $0>x>-1.75mm$
- **Differential force sensor:** over the range -1.75mm to -2.0mm, the sensor provides significant load changes for small changes in $x$, i.e. when $-1.75>x>-2.0mm$.

To investigate the relationship between the load response and the shore hardness of the elastomer, a measurement of the load required to compress a sample of specific Shore hardness by 2mm was taken; the results for a number of samples of various Shore hardness is
shown in figure 9. It can be seen that when the Shore hardness increases, the load required to compress the elastomer by the specified 2mm, also increases.

The relation between the hardness \((H)\) and axial force \((AF)\) is fitted with a second regression polynomial equation \((3)\) with \(R\) equal to 98\% for cycle 1. This relationship can be used to assist the selection of an elastomer with the appropriate Shore hardness for use in the smart washer design based on the maximum attainable axial load distribution and the structural arrangement.

\[
AF = -0.0025H^2 + 0.136H - 3.3760
\]  

To investigate the effect of hardness on the hysteresis of the elastomer, an experiment was conducted which subjected samples of various shore hardness to five consecutive cycles as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Axial force vs extension responses for hardness of 30˚, 60˚ and 90˚ Shore.

The load versus extension curves for samples of Shore hardness of 30°, 60° and 90° are shown in figure 9(b-d). It can be seen that when the shore hardness increase hysteresis of the elastomer also increases slightly. As would be expected, the hysteresis curves are consistent apart from the first cycle, cycle 1, which is unique and never again repeated, as per the Mullins Effect [15]. This hysteresis curves or more specifically the recoil response, will be used to select the most appropriate elastomer for use in the smart washer.

So far the results presented were collected from samples of a high-quality, industrial grade elastomer, of varying Shore hardness. The authors were keen to investigate the comparative performance of cheaper commercial grade elastomers; this analysis is now presented. In order to distinguish between the two silicon types the industrial silicon elastomer described in previous sections will be designated silicon industrial grade SIG, with the cheaper commercial grade silicon designated silicon commercial grade SCG.

The force extension graphs for SIG and SCG samples of 40° and 60° Shore are shown in Figure 10. In figure 10 the blue and red traces relate to industrial grade and commercial grade silicon elastomers respectively. In addition the solid and dashed lines refer to 40° and 60° Shore samples respectively. As can be seen in Figure 10, the commercial grade silicon of 60° Shore hardness withstands highest compressive load. This will be due to the chemical composition of the grades.
5. Smart washer design and performance

From figure 10 we see that the cheaper commercial grade silicon SCG with a Shore hardness of 60, supports a greater load for a nominal compression of 2mm when compared to commercial grade silicon of a lower shore hardness any of the industrial grade silicon. Specifically this sample provides the greatest change in load (recovery or recoil force) over the smallest change in extension. This ensures that, in the absence of any permanent “set” in the material, the 60\degree SCG will respond with the greatest change in load force for displacement changes of <0.2mm.

In practice, a 20mm bolt, as used in rail industry has a thread pitch of 2mm. Therefore, a sensor based on 60\degree SCG will provide the greatest change in axial force over 0.2/2 of a turn of the nut or bolt, i.e. 36\degree. However, while the elastomer is capable of controlling the applied force to the sensor by means of viscous elasticity, the maximum applied load in use is still too high for the elastomer and sensor to bear. Attenuation of the maximum applied force is therefore necessary and is achieved by a novel compound spring damper arrangement. The authors are not at liberty to disclose the details of this arrangement, however they have permission to disclose the test method and report the results and conclusions drawn there-from.

Two variants of the washer design were constructed and tested; these were termed HUS1 and HUS2 respectively. The variants were tested in two ways.

1. Each variant was subject to a compression test allowing the strain as a function of applied load (to a maximum of 70kN) to be determined. In addition, the change in resistance of the sensing element, as a function of the applied load was also measured during the test using an Ohm meter.

2. Each variant was subject to a compression test allowing the strain as a function of applied load (to a maximum of 70kN) to be determined; but rather than measure the resistance of the sensor directly, the instrumentation described in section 3.1 was used.

Hence the voltage measured across the piezo-resistive sensor element was sampled by an analogue to digital (A/D) convertor the output of which was sent to and stored on a personal computer.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show plots of the strain verses the applied axial load applied for washer designs HUS1 and HUS2 respectively. As can be seen from Figure 11(a) and Figure 12(a), the applied axial force and the strain are strictly nonlinear, however the extent of the nonlinearity appeared to be small and hence a linear approximation was fitted to the data to assess a nominal degree of error. The error between the measured and predicted data for the HUS1 and HUS2 designs are shown in Figure 11(b) and Figure 12(b) respectively.

A first degree regression correlation between the axial force \((AF)\) and strain \((\Delta L/L)\) were developed for HUS1 with \(R^2\) values of 0.984 and 0.975 for compression and decompression respectively.

\[
\varepsilon_{c1} = 3.9AF/1000 + 0.0283
\]
\[
\varepsilon_{dc1} = 3.6AF/1000 + 0.0654
\]

Where \(\varepsilon_{c1}\) is the strain for compression with HUS1 and \(\varepsilon_{dc1}\) is the strain for decompression with HUS1.

Similarly, a first degree regression correlation between the axial force \((AF)\) and strain \((\Delta L/L)\) were developed for HUS2 with \(R^2\) values of 0.994 and 0.985 for compression and decompression respectively.

\[
\varepsilon_{c2} = 1.9F/1000 + 0.0498
\]
\[
\varepsilon_{dc2} = 1.7F/1000 + 0.0719
\]

Where \(\varepsilon_{c2}\) is the strain for compression with HUS1 and \(\varepsilon_{dc2}\) is the strain for decompression with HUS2.

As previously stated, the change in resistance, (as measured using an Ohm-meter), due to the applied axial load (clamping force) and as a function of strain \((\Delta L/L)\) for spring washer designs HUS1 and HUS2 was recorded. Figure 13 shows the normalized change in resistance \((k\Omega)\) for each washer design as a function of axial force and strain.

It can be seen from figure 13 that the change in the electrical resistance of both smart washer designs, decreases with an applied axial compression force and reversibly increases when the load is removed. The relationships between the resistance change and the axial load for both designs is non-linear.

The graphs of normalize resistance vs. axial force appear to be second order; to confirm this, the data was subject to curve fitting. The curve fitting was achieved by performing a regression analysis using the actual resistance values, for both compression and decompression. The results of the regression analysis are presented in table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process and spring</th>
<th>Regression equation</th>
<th>(R^2) value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compression : HUS1</td>
<td>(\Delta R = 0.0005AF^2 - 0.063AF + 1.877)</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta R = 26.72\varepsilon^2 - 14.75\varepsilon + 2.305)</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decompression : HUS1</td>
<td>(\Delta R = 0.005AF^2 - 0.0583AF + 1.712)</td>
<td>0.976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta R = 15.68\varepsilon^2 - 11.72\varepsilon + 2.30)</td>
<td>0.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression : HUS2</td>
<td>(\Delta R = 0.0004AF^2 - 0.043AF - 3.827)</td>
<td>0.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta R = 76.97\varepsilon^2 - 25.07\varepsilon + 2.26)</td>
<td>0.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decompression : HUS2</td>
<td>(\Delta R = 0.0003AF^2 - 0.0376AF - 3.668)</td>
<td>0.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta R = -41.85\varepsilon^2 - 1.96\varepsilon + 1.675)</td>
<td>0.967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 11 Load extension profile of the smart washer design HUS1

Figure 12. Load extension profile of the smart washer design HUS2.
HUS1 expresses a good second order response, repeatable in both compression and decompression. HUS2 shows a comparable second order decompression behavior to HUS1 however it also shows a hysteresis with the compression phase. This hysteresis is due to the choice of material used in the design of HUS2. Mathematical approximations of the response curves for HUS1 and HUS2 in states of compression and de-compression have been calculated, table 3. In table 3, AF is the axial force, DR is change of resistance, ε is the strain and R² is the square coefficient value.

![Graphs](a) NR vs axial force for HUS1 (b) NR vs strain for HUS1 (c) NR vs axial force for HUS2 (d) NR vs strain for HUS2

Figure 13. Normalized resistance versus axial force and strain.

The presence of hysteresis in the response curve of HUS2 means that it is unsatisfactory for the measurement of applied load however the sensor design of HUS2 could be used to detect relative changes in applied load. The repeatable nature of the HUS1 design means that it is the most appropriate design for measuring applied load.

Given the (repeatable) second order response of the resistance vs load curve of HSU1, matter to linearise the response using the micro-controller based instrumentation described in section 3.1. Washer design HUS1 was subject to a load bearing test over the range 0 to 70kN with the response of the washer in terms of an eight bit digital value being recorded. Figure 14 shows, the normalized digital output of the system vs the axial load, for compression and decompression states. It can be seen that the output of the HUS1 sensor is linear over the higher ranges of applied force, as required by the design. Indeed the result is very linear in the decompression phase, which is important for this is the phase of interest as the tensile force of the bolt reduces due to slackening. The comparatively non-linear behavior of the sensor in compression (i.e during tightening) and the fact that the compression and decompression curves diverge at higher levels of applied force are the subject of ongoing work.

The results of section 5 show that the smart washer design HUS1 is capable of utilizing a combination of fragile piezo-resistive sensor, elastomer and intelligent design to measure the
extremely high clamping force associated with bolted joints, as found on railway infrastructures and furniture, such as points.

Figure 14. The digital response curve of the washer design HUS1 as a function of applied axial force.

6. Conclusion
In this study a piezo-resistive based clamping force sensor, packaged as a smart washer, has been developed by using a combination of fragile piezo-resistive sensor elements, elastomers and other components. The response of the smart washer has been measured for a range of applied axial load. The resulting change in resistivity of the sensor has shown non-linear relationship with the axial load. Using experimentation and analysis methods a system comprising an embedded electronic circuit was developed to produce a linear digital output measure of applied axial load over the range 20 to 70 kN. The results show that the smart washer has the potential to monitor the clamping force of bolted joints, in-situ, as found on the stretcher bars present in all railway points. The results are encouraging and support development of the other components needed to integrate the smart washer sensor into the communications network necessary for automatic distribution of clamping force data.
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